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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
This deliverable describes a working prototype of the INTUITEL enhanced IMC Learning Portal
(formerly called CLIX). The prototype represents a functionally complete and reproducible
installation of the system, including example learning material, ready for pedagogical and technical
testing. The example learning material is provided by the course “Advanced Java Concepts” which
has been created by the INTUITEL Partner University of Reading within WP 12. The course is offered
as an open online course and is addressed to Computer Science students who already passed the
basic programming course and know some elements of the Java programming language. Course
materials mainly consist of text, video and tests.

1.2 About the IMC Learning Suite and the IMC Learning Portal
IMC has integrated the INTUITEL services into the IMC Learning Suite (ILS)3 and delivers the
recommendations and tutorial guidance through its front-end IMC Learning Portal (ILP). The Learning
Suite, IMC's Learning Management System (LMS), is a comprehensive commercial e-learning solution
for the planning, implementation and management of company-wide professional learning and
development. The IMC Learning Suite is a renamed successor product of IMC’s Learning
Management system CLIX. An INTUITEL enhanced front-end has been implemented through the IMC
Learning Portal (ILP) which is a lightweight, graphically optimized, responsive front-end of the
Learning Suite. The IMC Learning Portal offers a holistic learning environment that allows learners
easy access to online courses on different end-user devices. A user-friendly interface with a pure
design allows for intuitive and accessible learner views. The Learning Portal is fully integrated and
connected to the IMC Learning Suite backend and automatically synchronizes data with the
professional LMS.
The standard IMC Learning Portal can be extended with modular plugins to render project or product
specific learning portals such as IMC’s MOOC Client OpenCourseWord4 (cf. Figure 1) or the Social
Navigator developed in the project KOMMIT5 which provides plugins for social learning (cf. Figure 2).

3

Cf. http://www.im-c.de/en/imc/learning-suite/discover/ (Accessed on 30 March 2015)
Cf. https://www.opencourseworld.de/pages/ (Accessed on 30 March 2015)
5
Cf. https://navigator.kommit-projekt.de (Accessed on 30 March 2015)
4
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Figure 1: Example ILP product OpenCourseWorld

Figure 2: Example ILP Product - Sozialer Navigator

The following diagram summarizes the process to create and access an online course that is
accessible through the IMC Learning Portal.

Figure 3: Process View
The IMC Learning portal uses JavaServer Faces as server technology, ZURB Foundation as responsive
front-end framework and is connected to the IMC Learning Suite using the Universal API (REST).
The Learning Portal (without INTUITEL enhancements) offers in a sum the following features for the
learner:

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Figure 4: Learning Portal core features (without INTUITEL)

1.3 About the INTUITEL enhanced IMC Learning Portal
We have developed a complete and reproducible INTUITEL enhanced IMC Learning Portal (ILP)
implementation for the Learning Suite (cf. the landing page of the INTUITEL Learning Portal in Figure
5).

Figure 5: INTUITEL enhanced IMC Learning Portal – Landing Page

© INTUITEL Consortium
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This ILP product integrates various INTUITEL plug-ins that extend the standard functionalities of ILP.
The plug-ins e.g. enable interaction with the INTUITEL back-end or the rendering of the
USE/TUG/LORE messages. For the INTUITEL enhancements we utilized and extended the Universal
API of the Learning Suite. The INTUITEL specific settings (e.g. Service Point IP for using INTUITEL
services) and other technical configurations can be neatly defined by an administrator in two XML
based configuration files. This makes INTUITEL Learning Portal installations easily reproducible on
other servers. For security reasons configuration files cannot be accessed on-line for external users.

2 Demonstrator Components
To observe the behavior of the system one needs an INTUITEL enhanced Learning Portal installation
which is connected to a Learning Suite instance, a connected INTUITEL back-end and a course linked
with pedagogical metadata. The following sections describe how these components can be accessed.

2.1 Access to the INTUITEL Learning Portal
The learner frontend of the demonstrator (INTUITEL Learning Portal) can be accessed at
http://portal.intuitel-classroom.eu:8880
You have to register (“Registrieren”) to be able to book the INTUITEL enhanced demo course
“Advanced Java Concepts”.
Register at the system

Figure 6: Registration at the INTUITEL Learning Portal
To register you can use an arbitrary Email address. Simply save your profile, you do not have to fill in
data in the user profile. The user profile data are not (yet) relevant for the recommendations since
currently all missing user specific data (e.g. current age) are asked for through the tutorial guidance.
View and book the INTUITEL enhanced course
By clicking on “Kurse” (courses) you get a list of all available courses in the course catalogue of the
portal. Currently, only one INTUITEL enhanced course “Advanced Java Concepts” is available.

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Figure 7: Available Courses in the INTUITEL catalogue
To view course details click on the course box and the course description page will open:

Figure 8: Course Description
To register for the course and start the course click on the yellow button “Jetzt anmelden” (Register
now). And then you can open the course curriculum with the orange button “Kurs öffnen” (open
course).

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Figure 9: Open Course
You can then see the course elements with the main concept containers and knowledge objects of
the course. This means a user can also browse in the course without using the INTUITEL
recommendations.

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Figure 10: Course curriculum
Start the course
Start working on the course by clicking on the Knowledge Object “Introduction”. This will open the
detail page where on the left side you see boxes where INTUITEL tutorial guidance messages and
recommendations will show up.

Figure 11: Learning with INTUITEL enhanced course
An example run through the INTUITEL course with the different possible messages is described in
section 3 of this deliverable and in more detail in Appendix 6.

2.2 Access to the Learning Suite Backend
To define a course and upload learning objects a tutor / administrator has to have access to the
INTUITEL enhanced IMC Learning Suite which functions as the LMS backend to the INTUITEL Learning
Portal (cf. the process depicted in Figure 3 above ).
The INTUITEL Learning Suite Backend is available at:
http://devmooc.intuitel-classroom.eu/

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Administrator Login is only available for authorized users. The course material is administered
through the backend as familiar from different Learning Management Systems.

Figure 12: Administration of the course in the Learning Suite

2.3 Configuration of the editor
The course has to be linked with pedagogical metadata. The INTUITEL Editor allows teachers to load
learning objects from LMS, and creating the corresponding metadata that model knowledge objects,
concept containers, macro and micro learning pathways. Once the contents of the course are
annotated, and the SLOM file imported into the course, INTUITEL will be able to provide the
recommendations and feedback to students.
The INTUITEL Editor and the backend system components are publicly available from the Subversion
repository located at:
http://svn.ice-karlsruhe.de/repo/INTUITEL/trunk/
(user INTUITEL, password download)
The details to install INTUITEL from scratch can be found in the “INTUITEL Startup Guide”.
The editor can be installed in the local PC of the teacher. The specific LMS configuration required to
connect to this demonstrator is:
1. In the Tab “Configuration” choose “Slom repository” and enter the following (to create a
connection to the MongoDB):
Host:
178.77.70.232
User:
intuitelslom
Pw:
xxxx (available only for authorized persons)
Databasename:
slom
Port:
27019

© INTUITEL Consortium
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2. In the Tab “Configuration” choose “Manage LMS Accounts” and use the following data
LMS Name
ClixProd
url
http://portal.intuitel-classroom.eu/restapi/
user
one.editor@im-c.de
password
xxxx (available only for authorized persons)

2.4 Creating an INTUITEL enhanced course (Tutor)
Defining and creating an INTUITEL enhanced course in the INTUITEL enhanced Learning Portal
involves the following main steps:

2.4.1 Instructional Design and Content Creation
An expert defines the instructional design of the course and creates the content elements
(Knowledge Objects) of the course (texts, video, audio, WBT, tests, etc.). The test course for the
INTUITEL Learning Portal has been created by the INTUITEL project partner University of Reading. A
graphical overview of the instructional design of the test course can be found in the Attachment,
chapter 5.

2.4.2 Upload and annotation of learning materials in Learning Suite
backend
A tutor / administrator creates the course objects in the Learning Suite (which is connected to the
INTUITEL Learning portal).

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Figure 13: List of KOs in the ILS Backend
The Learning Suite can be configured as to which metadata are given within the Learning Suite and
which metadata have to be added through the external INTUITEL editor. We have chosen to keep the
metadata within the Learning Suite sparse and conform to other existing course material in other
standard ILP products.
Currently available Learning Suite metadata are for each KO:









Name
Description
Duration (different from INTUITEL duration metadata)
Keywords
Can be used in external applications (yes/no)
File upload
Preview image
Player settings (parameters to configure the internal player of ILP)

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Figure 14: Metadata of a Knowledge Object in the LMS

2.4.3 Annotation with the INTUITEL Editor
In order to be able of recommending learning steps, INTUITEL needs to be instructed about the
pedagogical design of the course. This is done outside the Learning Portal and Learning Suite by
means of the INTUITEL Editor (see deliverable D7.1). This piece of software is an installable program
that allows the teachers to draw Learning Paths6 by connecting and grouping the Knowledge Objects
of the course.
To make these annotations the teacher configures the editor as described above in section 2.3 and
loads the knowledge objects created in the Learning Suite into the Editor.

6

Please, refer to former deliverables about pedagogical model theory and implementation, especially
deliverables D2.1 and D2.2.
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Figure 15: Loading the course into the editor
The tutor then defines the instructional design in the editor and annotates the objects through the
editor.

Figure 16: Example of CC annotation in INTUITEL Editor

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Figure 17: Example of KO annotation in Editor
The editor generates a SLOM file that is imported to the INTUITEL backend which is then ready to
give tutorial guidance to the user.

2.5 Checking System Behaviour
The administrator can use backend tools to test and evaluate system behaviour.




Detailed log of the protocol of INTUITEL communication: it is accessible through a temporal
service located in the development environment that lists the messages exchanged between the
software components and the texts rendered to the users.
For verifying the correctness of the implementation, the open source program “Postman –
REST Client” has been used. Postman is an extension for the Google Chrome browser. It
provides an interface for sending HTTP REST requests and visualises the responses. Requests
can be stored and organized in collections, making it possible to re-apply a request at a later
point in time.
Within Postman, we created sample requests for the different message types and grouped them
in collections. In order to verify correctness, we set up the system, populated the system
components with sample data, and manually verified that the message responses adhere to the
specification.

© INTUITEL Consortium
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3 Learning with the INTUITEL enhanced course
For a demonstrator run you have to register in the INTUITEL enhanced Learning Portal as described in
section 2.1 and start the course. The Learning Portal provides the learner view where you can
interact with the messages in the Intelligent Tutor by answering questions and following
recommendations. In the following sections we describe example messages while in the Appendix,
chapter 6, you can follow a demonstrator run through the system documented with screenshots.

3.1 Opening and starting the course
Open the course and click on the first item in the curriculum (“Introduction”).

Figure 18: Starting the course

3.2 Tutorial Guidance – Examples
Through a tutorial guidance message a user can select which Learning Pathway he or she prefers.

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Figure 19: Tutorial Guidance: Asking for preferred learning path
Other types of tutorial guidance messages ask for other preferences, or simply state that currently no
guidance is available:

Figure 20: Tutorial Guidance – Asking for age or language preferences

3.3 Learning Object Recommendations
The system recommends next relevant learning objects (LORE) when a user is at a certain state in the
learning path. In our test course there is usually only one relevant next learning object which is
displayed as follows:

© INTUITEL Consortium
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Figure 21: Example LORE message

4 Conclusions and Outlook
In this deliverable we demonstrated a working prototype of the INTUITEL enhanced IMC Learning
Portal. The prototype represents a functionally complete and reproducible installation of the system,
including an example test course, ready for pedagogical and technical testing.
We are still working on improving a number of issues related to the interface and the portal design
(not directly related to core functions of INTUITEL). These issues concern e.g. the finalization of the
translations so that we can offer a prototype that consistently can be localized to a German or
English front-end (this is nearly finished). Furthermore some fixes need to be done to optimize the
responsive design of the portal page, in particular to improve mobile experience. We also need to
harmonize the internal user profile values with INTUITEL, viz. decide if and which values should be
connected to INTUITEL and then adapt the internal user profile accordingly. We also need to further
work on the stability of the services (automatic restart etc.).
As for INTUITEL related issues we would like to test the system also with more complicated
pedagogical models that show the power of INTUITEL. A graphical monitoring tool for evaluation and
testing of the system (as provided by WP 08) would be helpful and we will check opportunities in this
direction that support us further in testing.
The system is now ready for pedagogical testing and piloting and we expect significant input from the
pilots that help us to further improve user-experience of the INTUITEL Learning Portal.
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5 Attachment: Course Design
5.1 Test course: Graphical description of pedagogical design
Advanced Java Concepts; Hashing and Collections
Introduction (CC1)
Introduction
[KO1]

MacroLP1

Quick Review (CC2)
Quick Review
Intro
[KO2]
MicroLPReviewSlides
MicroLPReviewText

Media Types
Types
[KO3]

Types
[KO9]

MicroLPReviewText

Slide and
Video/Sound

MicroLPReviewSlides

Variables
[KO4]

Variables
[K10]

Text

Tests

MicroLPReviewText
MicroLPReviewSlides

Operators
[KO5]

Operators
[KO11]
MacroLP2

MicroLPReviewText

MicroLPReviewTest

Figure 23: Explanation of symbols

MicroLPReviewSlides

Methods
[KO6]

Methods
[KO12]

MicroLPReviewText

MicroLPReviewSlides

Variable Scope
[KO7]

Variable Scope
[KO13]

Titles of the Learning Paths in the Editor

MicroLPReviewText

Test
[KO8]

MicroLPReviewSlides

MacroLP1 => Quick introduction and Advanced
Concepts
MacroLP2 => Advanced Concepts

MacroLP1

Hashing (CC3)
What is a
Hash?
[KO14]

What is a
Hash?[KO20]

MicroLPHashingText

MicroLPHashingSlides

.hashCode()
[KO15]

.hashCode()
[KO21]

MicroLPHashingText

MicroLPHashingSlides

.equals()
[KO16]

.equals()
[KO22]

MicroLPHashingText

MicroLPHashingSlides

Relation Between
.equals() and
.hashCode() [KO17]

Relation Between
.equals() and
.hashCode() [KO23]

MicroLPHashingText

MicroLPHashingSlides

Writing your
own
.hashCode()
[KO18]
MicroLPHashingText

MicroLpReviewTest => Quick review, test only
MicroLpReviewText => Quick review, text only
MicroLpReviewSlides => Quick review, video
materials only

Writing your
own
.hashCode()
[KO24]
Test
[KO19]

MicroLPHashingSlides

MacroLP1

Advanced Data Structures (CC4)
Collections
[KO25]

Collections
[KO32]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

Set [KO26]

Set [KO33]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

List [KO27]

List [KO34]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

Queue
[KO28]

Queue
[KO35]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

Ordered
Collections
[KO29]

Ordered
Collections
[KO36]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

Maps [KO30]

Maps [KO37]

MicroLPCollectionsText

Test
[KO31]

MicroLpHashingText => Advanced concepts
(Hashing), text only
MicroLpHashingSlides => Advanced concepts
(Hashing), video materials only
MicroLpCollectionsText => Advanced concepts
(Collections), text only
MicroLpCollectionsSlides => Advanced concepts
(Collections), video materials only

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

MacroLP1

Final Test (CC5)

Test
[KO38]

Figure 22: Pedagogical design of the test
course
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5.2 Details of Concept Containers
For better readability we depict a larger view of each CC.

5.2.1 CC1 and CC2
Introduction (CC1)
Introduction
[KO1]

MacroLP1

Quick Review (CC2)
Quick Review
Intro
[KO2]
MicroLPReviewSlides
MicroLPReviewText

Types
[KO3]

Types
[KO9]

MicroLPReviewText

MicroLPReviewSlides

Variables
[KO4]

Variables
[K10]

MicroLPReviewText
MicroLPReviewSlides

Operators
[KO5]

Operators
[KO11]

MicroLPReviewText

MicroLPReviewTest

MicroLPReviewSlides

Methods
[KO6]

Methods
[KO12]

MicroLPReviewText

MicroLPReviewSlides

Variable Scope
[KO7]

Variable Scope
[KO13]
MicroLPReviewText

Test
[KO8]

MicroLPReviewSlides

MacroLP1
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5.2.2 CC3
Hashing (CC3)
What is a
Hash?
[KO14]

What is a
Hash?[KO20]

MicroLPHashingText

MicroLPHashingSlides

.hashCode()
[KO15]

.hashCode()
[KO21]

MicroLPHashingText

MicroLPHashingSlides

.equals()
[KO16]

.equals()
[KO22]

MicroLPHashingText

MicroLPHashingSlides

Relation Between
.equals() and
.hashCode() [KO17]

Relation Between
.equals() and
.hashCode() [KO23]

MicroLPHashingText

MicroLPHashingSlides

Writing your
own
.hashCode()
[KO18]

Writing your
own
.hashCode()
[KO24]

MicroLPHashingText

Test
[KO19]

MicroLPHashingSlides

MacroLP1
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5.2.3 CC4 and CC5
Advanced Data Structures (CC4)
Collections
[KO25]

Collections
[KO32]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

Set [KO26]

Set [KO33]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

List [KO27]

List [KO34]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

Queue
[KO28]

Queue
[KO35]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

Ordered
Collections
[KO29]

Ordered
Collections
[KO36]

MicroLPCollectionsText

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

Maps [KO30]

Maps [KO37]

MicroLPCollectionsText

Test
[KO31]

MicroLPCollectionsSlide

MacroLP1

Final Test (CC5)

Test
[KO38]
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6 Appendix: Example Run through Test Course
We assume a newly registered user has opened the “Introduction” KO in the course.

Figure 24: Select MacroLP
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Figure 25: Select MicroLP

Figure 26: Follow first recommendation
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Figure 27: Read Learning Material and follow next recommendation

Figure 28: Look at learning video then follow further recommendations
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Figure 29: At the end of this Learning path do the test.

Figure 30: Start the test
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Figure 31: Get test results

Figure 32: Your completed objects after working on the “Quick Review” (Video path)
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